


Using The foreach Package

reasons that you might choose to use it to execute quick executing operations, as we will see later
in the document.

2 Getting Started

Let’s take a look at a simple example use of the foreach package. Assuming that you have the
foreach package installed, you first need to load it:

> library(foreach)

Note that all of the packages that foreach depends on will be loaded as well.

Now I can use foreach to execute the sqrt function repeatedly, passing it the values 1 through
3, and returning the results in a list, called x1:

> x <- foreach(i = 1:3) %do% sqrt(i)

> x

[[1]]

[1] 1

[[2]]

[1] 1.414214

[[3]]

[1] 1.732051

This is a bit odd looking, because it looks vaguely like a for loop, but is implemented using a
binary operator, called %do%. Also, unlike a for loop, it returns a value. This is quite important.
The purpose of this statement is to compute the list of results. Generally, foreach with %do% is
used to execute an R expression repeatedly, and return the results in some data structure or object,
which is a list by default.

You will note in the previous example that we used a variable i as the argument to the sqrt

function. We specified the values of the i variable using a named argument to the foreach function.
We could have called that variable anything we wanted, for example, a, or b. We could also specify
other variables to be used in the R expression, as in the following example:

1Of course, sqrt is a vectorized function, so you would never really do this. But later, we’ll see how to take
advantage of vectorized functions with foreach.
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> x <- foreach(a = 1:3, b = rep(10, 3)) %do% (a + b)

> x

[[1]]

[1] 11

[[2]]

[1] 12

[[3]]

[1] 13

Note that parentheses are needed here. We can also use braces:

> x <- foreach(a = 1:3, b = rep(10, 3)) %do% {

+ a + b

+ }

> x

[[1]]

[1] 11

[[2]]

[1] 12

[[3]]

[1] 13

We call a and b the iteration variables, since those are the variables that are changing during
the multiple executions. Note that we are iterating over them in parallel, that is, they are both
changing at the same time. In this case, the same number of values are being specified for both
iteration variables, but that need not be the case. If we only supplied two values for b, the result
would be a list of length two, even if we specified a thousand values for a:

> x <- foreach(a = 1:1000, b = rep(10, 2)) %do% {

+ a + b

+ }

> x

[[1]]

[1] 11
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[[2]]

[1] 12

Note that you can put multiple statements between the braces, and you can use assignment
statements to save intermediate values of computations. However, if you use an assignment as a
way of communicating between the different executions of your loop, then your code won’t work
correctly in parallel, which we will discuss later.

3 The .combine Option

So far, all of our examples have returned a list of results. This is a good default, since a list can
contain any R object. But sometimes we’d like the results to be returned in a numeric vector, for
example. This can be done by using the .combine option to foreach:

> x <- foreach(i = 1:3, .combine = "c") %do% exp(i)

> x

[1] 2.718282 7.389056 20.085537

The result is returned as a numeric vector, because the standard R c function is being used to
concatenate all the results. Since the exp function returns numeric values, concatenating them with
the c function will result in a numeric vector of length three.

What if the R expression returns a vector, and we want to combine those vectors into a matrix?
One way to do that is with the cbind function:

> x <- foreach(i = 1:4, .combine = "cbind") %do% rnorm(4)

> x

result.1 result.2 result.3 result.4

[1,] -0.3975597 -0.616334387 0.2593850 1.5384541

[2,] -1.0688909 1.365919880 0.6080176 -1.1706513

[3,] 0.6851264 -2.788296140 0.4255549 1.6055486

[4,] 0.9298398 0.001605553 1.4891021 0.5345376

This generates four vectors of four random numbers, and combines them by column to produce
a 4 by 4 matrix.

We can also use the "+" or "*" functions to combine our results:
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> x <- foreach(i = 1:4, .combine = "+") %do% rnorm(4)

> x

[1] 5.0770254 -1.6703003 3.4433271 0.4799278

You can also specify a user-written function to combine the results. Here’s an example that
throws away the results:

> cfun <- function(a, b) NULL

> x <- foreach(i = 1:4, .combine = "cfun") %do% rnorm(4)

> x

NULL

Note that this cfun function takes two arguments. The foreach function knows that the func-
tions c, cbind, and rbind take many arguments, and will call them with up to 100 arguments (by
default) in order to improve performance. But if any other function is specified (such as "+"), it
assumes that it only takes two arguments. If the function does allow many arguments, you can
specify that using the .multicombine argument:

> cfun <- function(...) NULL

> x <- foreach(i = 1:4, .combine = "cfun", .multicombine = TRUE) %do%

+ rnorm(4)

> x

NULL

If you want the combine function to be called with no more than 10 arguments, you can specify
that using the .maxcombine option:

> cfun <- function(...) NULL

> x <- foreach(i = 1:4, .combine = "cfun", .multicombine = TRUE,

+ .maxcombine = 10) %do% rnorm(4)

> x

NULL
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The .inorder option is used to specify whether the order in which the arguments are combined is
important. The default value is TRUE, but if the combine function is "+", you could specify .inorder

to be FALSE. Actually, this option is important only when executing the R expression in parallel,
since results are always computed in order when running sequentially. This is not necessarily true
when executing in parallel, however. In fact, if the expressions take very different lengths of time to
execute, the results could be returned in any order. Here’s a contrived example, that executes the
tasks in parallel to demonstrate the difference. The example uses the Sys.sleep function to cause
the earlier tasks to take longer to execute:

> foreach(i = 4:1, .combine = "c") %dopar% {

+ Sys.sleep(3 * i)

+ i

+ }

[1] 4 3 2 1

> foreach(i = 4:1, .combine = "c", .inorder = FALSE) %dopar% {

+ Sys.sleep(3 * i)

+ i

+ }

[1] 4 3 2 1

The results of the first of these two examples is guaranteed to be the vector c(4, 3, 2, 1). The
second example will return the same values, but they will probably be in a different order.

4 Iterators

The values for the iteration variables don’t have to be specified with only vectors or lists. They can
be specified with an iterator, many of which come with the iterators package. An iterator is an
abstract source of data. A vector isn’t itself an iterator, but the foreach function automatically
creates an iterator from a vector, list, matrix, or data frame, for example. You can also create an
iterator from a file or a data base query, which are natural sources of data. The iterators package
supplies a function called irnorm which can return a specified number of random numbers for each
time it is called. For example:

> x <- foreach(a = irnorm(4, count = 4), .combine = "cbind") %do%

+ a

> x
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result.1 result.2 result.3 result.4

[1,] -0.3149674 -0.6888345 -0.05799077 -0.1353358

[2,] 0.7666845 0.1962000 -0.85713106 1.0133813

[3,] 0.5649132 0.1383682 0.94009395 -2.3268276

[4,] 0.8903527 1.1117743 0.98164611 -0.5814991

This becomes useful when dealing with large amounts of data. Iterators allow the data to be
generated on-the-fly, as it is needed by your operations, rather than requiring all of the data to be
generated at the beginning.

For example, let’s say that we want to sum together a thousand random vectors:

> set.seed(123)

> x <- foreach(a = irnorm(4, count = 1000), .combine = "+") %do%

+ a

> x

[1] 9.097676 -13.106472 14.076261 19.252750

This uses very little memory, since it is equivalent to the following while loop:

> set.seed(123)

> x <- numeric(4)

> i <- 0

> while (i < 1000) {

+ x <- x + rnorm(4)

+ i <- i + 1

+ }

> x

[1] 9.097676 -13.106472 14.076261 19.252750

This could have been done using the icount function, which generates the values from one to
1000:

> set.seed(123)

> x <- foreach(icount(1000), .combine = "+") %do% rnorm(4)

> x

[1] 9.097676 -13.106472 14.076261 19.252750
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but sometimes it’s preferable to generate the actual data with the iterator (as we’ll see later
when we execute in parallel).

In addition to introducing the icount function from the iterators package, the last example also
used an unnamed argument to the foreach function. This can be useful when we’re not intending to
generate variable values, but only controlling the number of times that the R expression is executed.

There’s a lot more that I could say about iterators, but for now, let’s move on to parallel
execution.

5 Parallel Execution

Although foreach can be a useful construct in its own right, the real point of the foreach package
is to do parallel computing. To make any of the previous examples run in parallel, all you have to
do is to replace %do% with %dopar%. But for the kinds of quick running operations that we’ve been
doing, there wouldn’t be much point to executing them in parallel. Running many tiny tasks in
parallel will usually take more time to execute than running them sequentially, and if it already runs
fast, there’s no motivation to make it run faster anyway. But if the operation that we’re executing
in parallel takes a minute or longer, there starts to be some motivation.

5.1 Parallel Random Forest

Let’s take random forest as an example of an operation that can take a while to execute. Let’s say
our inputs are the matrix x, and the factor y:

> x <- matrix(runif(500), 100)

> y <- gl(2, 50)

We’ve already loaded the foreach package, but we’ll also need to load the randomForest package:

> library(randomForest)

If we want want to create a random forest model with a 1000 trees, and our computer has four
cores in it, we can split up the problem into four pieces by executing the randomForest function
four times, with the ntree argument set to 250. Of course, we have to combine the resulting
randomForest objects, but the randomForest package comes with a function called combine that
does just that.

Let’s do that, but first, we’ll do the work sequentially:
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> rf <- foreach(ntree = rep(250, 4), .combine = combine) %do% randomForest(x,

+ y, ntree = ntree)

> rf

Call:

randomForest(x = x, y = y, ntree = ntree)

Type of random forest: classification

Number of trees: 1000

No. of variables tried at each split: 2

To run this in parallel, we need to change %do%, but we also need to use another foreach option
called .packages to tell the foreach package that the R expression needs to have the randomForest
package loaded in order to execute successfully. Here’s the parallel version:

> rf <- foreach(ntree = rep(250, 4), .combine = combine, .packages = "randomForest") %dopar%

+ randomForest(x, y, ntree = ntree)

> rf

Call:

randomForest(x = x, y = y, ntree = ntree)

Type of random forest: classification

Number of trees: 1000

No. of variables tried at each split: 2

If you’ve done any parallel computing, particularly on a cluster, you may wonder why I didn’t
have to do anything special to handle x and y. The reason is that the %dopar% function noticed
that those variables were referenced, and that they were defined in the current environment. In that
case %dopar% will automatically export them to the parallel execution workers once, and use them
for all of the expression evaluations for that foreach execution. That is true for functions that are
defined in the current environment as well, but in this case, the function is defined in a package, so
we had to specify the package to load with the .packages option instead.

5.2 Parallel Apply

Now let’s take a look at how to make a parallel version of the standard R apply function. The
apply function is written in R, and although it’s only about 100 lines of code, it’s a bit difficult to
understand on a first reading. However, it all really comes down two for loops, the slightly more
complicated of which looks like:
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> applyKernel <- function(newX, FUN, d2, d.call, dn.call = NULL,

+ ...) {

+ ans <- vector("list", d2)

+ for (i in 1:d2) {

+ tmp <- FUN(array(newX[, i], d.call, dn.call), ...)

+ if (!is.null(tmp))

+ ans[[i]] <- tmp

+ }

+ ans

+ }

> applyKernel(matrix(1:16, 4), mean, 4, 4)

[[1]]

[1] 2.5

[[2]]

[1] 6.5

[[3]]

[1] 10.5

[[4]]

[1] 14.5

I’ve turned this into a function, because otherwise, R will complain that I’m using “...” in an
invalid context.

This could be executed using foreach as follows:

> applyKernel <- function(newX, FUN, d2, d.call, dn.call = NULL,

+ ...) {

+ foreach(i = 1:d2) %dopar% FUN(array(newX[, i], d.call, dn.call),

+ ...)

+ }

> applyKernel(matrix(1:16, 4), mean, 4, 4)

[[1]]

[1] 2.5

[[2]]

[1] 6.5
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[[3]]

[1] 10.5

[[4]]

[1] 14.5

But this approach will cause the entire newX array to be sent to each of the parallel execution
workers. Since each task needs only one column of the array, we’d like to avoid this extra data
communication.

One way to solve this problem is to use an iterator that iterates over the matrix by column:

> applyKernel <- function(newX, FUN, d2, d.call, dn.call = NULL,

+ ...) {

+ foreach(x = iter(newX, by = "col")) %dopar% FUN(array(x,

+ d.call, dn.call), ...)

+ }

> applyKernel(matrix(1:16, 4), mean, 4, 4)

[[1]]

[1] 2.5

[[2]]

[1] 6.5

[[3]]

[1] 10.5

[[4]]

[1] 14.5

Now we’re only sending any given column of the matrix to one parallel execution worker. But it
would be even more efficient if we sent the matrix in bigger chunks. To do that, we use a function
called iblkcol that returns an iterator that will return multiple columns of the original matrix.
That means that the R expression will need to execute the user’s function once for every column in
its submatrix.

> applyKernel <- function(newX, FUN, d2, d.call, dn.call = NULL,

+ ...) {

+ foreach(x = iblkcol(newX, 3), .combine = "c", .packages = "foreach") %dopar%

+ {
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+ foreach(i = 1:ncol(x)) %do% FUN(array(x[, i], d.call,

+ dn.call), ...)

+ }

+ }

> applyKernel(matrix(1:16, 4), mean, 4, 4)

[[1]]

[1] 2.5

[[2]]

[1] 6.5

[[3]]

[1] 10.5

[[4]]

[1] 14.5

Note the use of the %do% inside the %dopar% to call the function on the columns of the submatrix
x. Now that we’re using %do% again, it makes sense for the iterator to be an index into the matrix
x, since %do% doesn’t need to copy x the way that %dopar% does.

6 List Comprehensions

If you’re familar with the Python programming language, it may have occurred to you that the
foreach package provides something that is not too different from Python’s list comprehensions.
In fact, the foreach package also includes a function called when which can prevent some of the
evaluations from happening, very much like the “if” clause in Python’s list comprehensions. For
example, you could filter out negative values of an iterator using when as follows:

> x <- foreach(a = irnorm(1, count = 10), .combine = "c") %:% when(a >=

+ 0) %do% sqrt(a)

> x

[1] 0.4846898 1.2454867 0.5948235 0.8160988 0.5050576

I won’t say much on this topic, but I can’t help showing how foreach with when can be used to
write a simple quick sort function, in the classic Haskell fashion:
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> qsort <- function(x) {

+ n <- length(x)

+ if (n == 0) {

+ x

+ }

+ else {

+ p <- sample(n, 1)

+ smaller <- foreach(y = x[-p], .combine = c) %:% when(y <=

+ x[p]) %do% y

+ larger <- foreach(y = x[-p], .combine = c) %:% when(y >

+ x[p]) %do% y

+ c(qsort(smaller), x[p], qsort(larger))

+ }

+ }

> qsort(runif(12))

[1] 0.07085297 0.31008506 0.38650336 0.39932458 0.41649851 0.47973127

[7] 0.67050897 0.70941287 0.76259214 0.78534252 0.89581587 0.92246593

Not that I recommend this over the standard R sort function. But it’s a pretty interesting
example use of foreach.

7 Conclusion

Much of parallel computing comes to doing three things: splitting the problem into pieces, executing
the pieces in parallel, and combining the results back together. Using the foreach package, the
iterators help you to split the problem into pieces, the %dopar% function executes the pieces in
parallel, and the specified .combine function puts the results back together. We’ve demonstrated
how simple things can be done in parallel quite easily using the foreach package, and given some
ideas about how more complex problems can be solved. But it’s a fairly new package, and we will
continue to work on ways of making it a more powerful system for doing parallel computing.
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